
  

 

Abstract— We describe a wearable thin-film flexible 
electrostatic transducer (FET) design capable of delivering 
haptic stimulation directly to the skin over a broad frequency 
range. The FET vibrates a curved electrode on a thin film 
against the skin to generate perceivable displacement. 
Performance was characterized and studies were carried out to 
benchmark the comfort and perceptibility on human subjects. 
Specifically, we conducted a psychophysical experiment to 
estimate detection thresholds at low (26Hz) and high (260Hz) 
frequencies and estimated the maximum level at which the 
stimuli remained comfortable. The displacement response of 
the FET was highly nonlinear, actuating close to either zero or 
maximum displacement after a threshold driving amplitude. 
The 260Hz vibrations were detected at lower displacements 
than the 26Hz vibrations. In user studies, the detection 
thresholds indicated that the current FET design achieved a 
10dB perceivable stimulation range at both frequencies. No 
significant difference was found for gender or forearm location. 
Participants found all low amplitude signals to be comfortable, 
while at maximum amplitude the low frequency (26Hz) signal 
was preferred. The present study provides a methodology to 
quantitatively characterize actuator performance in terms of 
human perception.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Haptic communication transfers information such as 
speech through the sense of touch. That the sense of touch is 
capable of high information transmission has been 
demonstrated by natural tactual communication methods by 
deaf and deaf-and-blind individuals [1]. Many studies have 
also demonstrated device-mediated speech communication 
via the haptic channel [2]–[5]. Device wearability varies, 
with systems using ERMs (eccentric rotary motors) and 
LRAs (linear resonant actuators) being more wearable due to 
small form factors and low power consumption. Broadband 
actuators such as voice-coils and piezoelectric actuators are 
more “expressive” in that they are capable of delivering 
multidimensional, richer sensations that have been shown to 
increase information transfer [6], [7]. Yet they tend to be 
less wearable due to their larger size, stiffness, difficulty 
with mounting, high driving voltage, etc. This may explain 
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why most commercially-available wearables use ERMs and 
LRAs for haptic notification (see Fig. 1). A growing number 
of applications such as social touch [8], navigation [9], 
VR/AR manipulation [10], [11], and silent communication 
[12], [13] can benefit from haptic actuators that are thin and 
flexible and can disappear into garments and wearable 
devices. The research demonstrates a first step towards this 
goal through a close collaboration between mechanical 
engineers and hapticians.  

We explored the possibility that flexible thin-film 
electrodes and mechanical buckling could be used to build a 
transducer with high comfort and perceptibility. Previously, 
we have developed a series of thin film piezoelectric 
transducer technologies for biosensing applications [14]–
[18]. Here we investigated how electrostatic actuation could 
be used to build a transducer that took advantage of the 
skin’s sensitivity to certain modes and frequencies of 
vibration. The characteristics of flexible electrostatic 
actuators make them particularly well-suited to haptic 
applications. Flexible and curved electrodes have been 
studied previously in the application of micro-
electromechanical (MEM) devices, as they do not suffer 
from electrostatic pull-in [19], [20]. These devices tend to 
respond rapidly to changes in stimuli, conform comfortably 
to the skin, and are resilient to environmental and 
mechanical damage. They are also extremely lightweight, as 
the fundamental mechanism is simply composed of a pair of 
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Figure 1: Haptic wearable devices. A) Wayband navigation aid for the blind 

and visually impaired (https://www.wear.works/wayband/). B) HaptX 
Glove for VR and AR touch (https://haptx.com/). C) Moment wearable for 

touch notifications (https://somaticlabs.io/). D) Bond Touch for 
interpersonal touch-at-a-distance (https://www.bond-touch.com) 



  

thin films moving against one another. Other flexible 
electrostatic transducers have been designed, but they often 
involve dielectric elastomers, which require extremely high 
voltages [21], [22]. Even actuators which use similar airgap-
inspired approaches have issues with voltage and pull-in 
instabilities [23]. 

We designed and built a wearable flexible electrostatic 
transducer (FET) capable of comfortably delivering 
vibration directly to the skin. To test this transducer, we 
conducted a psychophysical experiment to determine the 
detection thresholds at two distinct frequencies and two 
forearm locations. There are many ways that the 
performance of haptic technologies such as the FET can be 
specified, and most company brochures and published 
studies use engineering specifications such as the frequency 
range, peak acceleration, peak displacement, and/or peak 
force. While such engineering specifications do allow for 
comparison of different actuators, they do not inform the 
range of human perception that the actuators are able to 
stimulate. This is because human sensitivity to skin contact 
varies significantly with signal frequency by about 48 dB 
(see Fig. 2). It would be more useful to characterize actuator 
performance in terms of achievable range of perceived 
intensities as a function of frequency. To visualize this, we 
show schematically the “perceivable” range of vibrotactile 
signals, from detection threshold (the smallest perceivable 
vibration) to 50 dB above that (discomfort threshold), over a 
frequency range of 0.4-400 Hz based on data from [24] 
collected on the thenar eminence (the fleshy part at the base 
of the thumb) (Fig. 2). In psychophysical terms, stimulation 
intensities are specified in dB sensation level (SL), which is 
dB above detection thresholds (lower limits of the shaded 
region). Perceived intensities are roughly equivalent to the 
sensation levels [25]. We therefore benchmark the FET 
actuators against the shaded area in Fig. 2. The extent to 
which the actuators can cover the shaded “Perceivable and 
Comfortable Stimulation Region” provides a human-
centered metric for the performance of the actuators in terms 
of their usefulness as haptic stimulators. Typically, 
stimulation is clearly perceivable and comfortable at 10-20 
dB SL, and become too strong or uncomfortable above 40 
dB SL. As a first step, we measured detection thresholds at 

26 and 260 Hz, two frequencies with significantly different 
detection thresholds according to earlier studies [24].  

The present research makes three contributions. First, we 
developed a new actuator for wearable haptics based on a 
flexible electrostatic transducer. Second, we characterized 
the physical operations of the new transducer. Third, we 
measured the human detection threshold at two distinct 
frequencies to quantify the perceived-intensity range that can 
be achieved with the new transducer. 

II. THEORY OF OPERATION 

We have developed a flexible electrostatic transducer 
capable of delivering precise vibrations to the skin [26]. The 
device consists of a pair of thin electrode films separated by 
an air gap, with one electrode fixed and the other free to 
move. When a sinusoidal voltage is applied, the free film 
moves in and out of contact with the fixed film. This 
generates an easily-perceived vibration when placed on the 
skin. The transducer itself is lightweight, weighing only 2.2 
grams with an included holder. Its flexible design allows it 
to conform and move with the skin, which improves both 
force transmission and comfort. Because the method of 
actuation is purely electrostatic, the transducer responds 
rapidly to driving signals and can support high frequencies. 
As a haptic wearable, the transducer’s simple design and few 
moving parts improve its resilience to mechanical damage 
and the environment. This combination of lightweight 
flexibility, speed, and reliability make this transducer well-
suited to haptic communication. 

A schematic of the transducer operation and an image of 
the prototype device are shown in Fig. 3a and 3c. The 
transducer consists of a 20x20 mm piece of 25µm thick 
Kapton film sputter-coated with 20nm of gold electrode and 
fixed to a rigid 3D-printed plastic holder. A second 21mm 
by 20mm electroded Kapton film is then attached to the first 
film, with both electrodes facing towards the rigid surface. 
Because the second film is slightly longer than the first, it 

 
Figure 2: Schematic illustration of “perceivable and 
comfortable stimulation region” with data from [24]. 

 

Figure 3: Flexible electrostatic transducer (FET). A) schematic of operation. 
Initially buckled film is pressed into the skin. Applied voltage pulls the film 
away from the skin, and voltage release cause the film to depress again. B) 

Simulated voltage-displacement curves for a FET with heights from 1mm to 
4mm. C) Annotated photograph of the finished device on a glass slide for 

direct laser vibrometer measurement showing the various components. 



  

buckles into a cosine-shape when adhered. A wire is 
attached to each electrode using adhesive copper tape. This 
pair of wires is connected to a Trek model 2210 high voltage 
supply capable of suppling a maximum amplitude of 1000V 
and a gain of 100V/V, which is isolated through a Triad 
Magnetics MD-250-E medical-grade isolation transformer. 
A voltage signal is generated from the 3.5mm audio jack of 
a desktop PC with a maximum output amplitude of ~2V. 
This signal is amplified by a simple op-amp circuit to have a 
maximum amplitude of ~10V and then delivered to the high 
voltage amplifier.  

When a voltage is applied between the two electrodes, 
electrostatic attraction pulls the two films into contact. The 
extent of this contact and the equilibrium shape of the 
transducer at a given voltage is the result of a competition 
between bending and electrostatic energy. As the buckled 
film is pulled closer to the fixed film, the electrostatic force 
increases, pulling the film further in. This positive feedback 
loop is known as electrostatic pull-in and is often a problem 
in micro-electromechanical devices (MEMs). This pull-in is 
resisted as the flexible buckled film bends. As the curvature 
of the buckled film increases, a restorative bending force 
begins to increase faster than the electrostatic force and 
eventually brings that device into a static equilibrium. This 
energy balance can be approximated by Equation 1: 

 

 
 
Here ϵK is the permittivity of Kapton, V is the 

instantaneous voltage between the two films, s is the arc-
length location along the buckled film, h(s) is the vertical 
distance between the two electrodes, σ(x) is the stress tensor 
of the buckled film, and S(s) is the strain tensor of the 
buckled film.  

At low voltages, the electrostatic force between the two 
films is low, and there is no motion. At a critical voltage, the 
electrostatic force is high enough to move the buckled film 
into contact with the fixed film, and the film will rapidly 
compress until the electrostatic force is balanced by the 
restoring force of the film. This relationship between voltage 
and displacement is shown in the 26Hz plot in Fig. 4a. The 
transducer has three characteristic regions. In the first region, 
motion of the free film is not triggered because the applied 
voltage is low. Next, when the voltage is close to the critical 
value, the free film is attracted toward the fixed one and its 
displacement rises rapidly with voltage. In the final stage, the 
free film generates a large bending-based restoring force and 
the displacement is near-constant, with exponentially higher 
voltages required to drive linear increases in displacement. 
This relationship is confirmed by laboratory tests in which 
the transducer is free to move. When the transducer is 
attached to a mechanical load, the second stage in which 
displacement rises rapidly with voltage is muted and 
stretched out. This results in higher voltages being necessary 
to reach the same displacement. The geometry of the 
transducer also has a large effect on the voltage-displacement 
curve. In general, transducers with larger air gaps require 
higher voltages to begin actuation but can reach greater 
displacements and output larger force. The thickness of the 
fixed film directly controls the electric field strength between 

the electrodes, and a thinner fixed film will result in voltages 
that are significantly lower. 

We conducted finite element simulations to verify the 
response of the transducer and to characterize the voltage-
displacement response. A 2D model was designed in 
COMSOL using tetragonal elements for the buckled film and 
rectangular mapped elements for the air gap between the 
films. The center of the buckled film was assigned a fixed 
displacement, and the voltage needed to achieve this 
displacement was then calculated. This procedure was then 
repeated with increasing prescribed displacements until the 
buckled film had become completely flush with the rigid film 
or until the buckled film self-intersected. To increase 
accuracy and decrease computation time, the solution to the 
previous displacement level was used as the initial condition 
for the next level. Simulations were conducted for four 
different device geometries of increasing height, from 1mm 
to 4mm in differences of 1mm. The rigid film was not 
modeled, and instead a custom-designed contact boundary 
was put in place to accurately model the shape of the buckled 
film as it flattened against the rigid film. 

The simulations, shown in Fig. 3b, show the basic 
response of the transducer in air. When the gap between the 
center of the buckled film is small, at 1mm, the threshold 
voltage needed to begin transducer actuation is lower, as is 
the ultimate displacement. The initial rate of change in 
voltage as the displacement increases is also lowest for this 
geometry. As the transducer becomes taller, the threshold 
voltage to begin actuation and the maximum displacement at 
1000V also rise. In addition, we see an increase in the rate of 
change in voltage as displacement increases. For very tall 
simulated transducers (>6), we observed a snap-through 
effect, where the required voltage to statically maintain the 
shape decreases as the displacement increases. These 
simulations elucidate the fundamental tradeoff between 
device height and required voltage and allow us to rationally 
design a transducer with an acceptable displacement and 
voltage requirement. 

Because the FET is flexible, it can conform to the skin 
and make correct contact no matter where it is placed. The 
motion of the buckled film during operation results in 
repeatedly making and breaking contact with the skin, which 

 
Figure 4: Zero-load displacement of FET. A) Plot of displacement vs. 

voltage from 0-1000V for a 26Hz and 260Hz driving signal. B) Photographs 
of laser vibrometer measurement setup for FET. C) Photograph of FET on 

volar side of forearm. D) Driving signal for FET testing. Signal ramps from 
0 to 1000V peak-to-peak at 26Hz while remaining positive. 



  

has been shown to increase perception over sustained 
changes in pressure [27]. We chose 26Hz and 260Hz because 
they correspond to the two frequency regions at which the 
Meissner’s and Pacinian corpuscles are most sensitive, 
respectively [24], [25], [28], [29]. The Pacinian corpuscle 
mechanoreceptors in the skin are most receptive to 
frequencies between 200-300Hz [28], while the Meissner’s 
corpuscles are sensitive to frequencies from 10-50Hz [29]. 

III. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION AND EXPERIMENT 

The transducer was tested both under a load free 
condition and pressed against the skin. Fig. 4b shows a 
testing setup designed to measure the zero-load displacement 
of the transducer as a function of voltage. The transducer is 
mounted vertically to a three-axis stage and connected to the 
high voltage amplifier and a Keysight 33522B signal 
generator. A small piece of reflective tape is adhered to the 
top of the transducer to maximize the reflective laser signal, 
and a Polytech PDV-100 laser vibrometer is aimed at the 
reflective spot. Because the device is operating under 
electrostatic forces, the frequency that the device outputs will 
be twice the frequency and half the amplitude of an AC 
voltage input centered around 0V. A custom testing signal 
was generated (shown in Fig. 4d) to linearly scale the voltage 
while avoiding any possible differences between negative 
and positive charging of the Kapton film. The output from 
the laser vibrometer was then processed to extract the peaks 
of the resulting displacement and reconstruct a plot of voltage 
vs. displacement for 26Hz and 260Hz, also shown in Fig. 4a. 

Fig. 4a shows the zero-load displacement results for the 
transducer. The 26Hz signal clearly shows the threshold 
voltage effect for the transducer, with voltages below ~550V 
exhibiting zero displacement and all voltages above ~600V 
exhibiting around the same displacement, at 0.5mm. The 
26Hz signal also behaves similarly to the simulated 0Hz 
voltage-displacement curves in Fig. 3b. This behavior was 
expected to be significantly different when the load of the 
skin is applied, but the asymptotic displacements recorded at 
the two frequencies will allow us to estimate the approximate 
difference in displacement between two signals at the same 
voltage but different frequencies. At 1000V, the 260Hz signal 
was approximately 8dB lower than the 26Hz signal in terms 
of displacement. To compare the proximal stimuli 
(displacement felt at the skin) between the 26Hz and 260Hz 
signal, we normalized the data so that 0dB corresponded to 
the 26Hz signal at 100 volume gain and 1000V, while –8dB 
corresponded to the 260Hz signal at 100 volume and 1000V. 
While this normalization obscures some of the particulars of 
the loaded voltage-displacement curves of the device, it 
allows us to make a direct comparison of perception data 
between the two frequencies tested. 

IV. PSYCHOPHYSICAL EVALUATION 

A psychophysical experiment was conducted to estimate 
the human detection thresholds at two representative 
frequencies: low (26 Hz) and high (260 Hz). We then 
estimated the intensity range that can be achieved with the 
current FET design. 

A. Methods 

1) Participants 

Ten participants (5 females, age 21-27 years old) took 
part in the study. None of the participants suffered from any 
sensorimotor deficiency. The participants gave informed 
consent and were compensated for their time. The study was 
approved by Dartmouth College’s Institutional Review Board 
(IRB). 

2) Apparatus 

The experimental apparatus consisted of a FET worn on 
the dorsal or volar side of either the right or left forearm, in 
the manner of Fig. 4c. Each participant was given a nitrile 
glove with the fingers removed that could be fitted to the 
forearm. The participants could choose whether to place the 
device on their right or left forearm according to which was 
more comfortable. The participant rested the chosen arm on a 
table and held their other arm at their side. The glove was 
placed on the skin such that it was just beginning to compress 
the skin, as reported by the participants. The glove acted as a 
protective insulator in the unlikely event that the Kapton film 
within the transducer failed. The transducer was attached to 
the glove with a piece of Scotch tape such that it was slightly 
pressed into the glove surface. Specifically, the transducer 
was oriented such that the rigid film was away from the glove 
and the buckled film was pressing into the glove. In this 
configuration, the resting state of the buckled film is to be 
depressed into the skin. When voltage is applied, the buckled 
film is pulled away from the skin towards the rigid film, 
breaking contact or decreasing the force. This configuration 
allows perceivable vibration to be delivered even when the 
transducer is placed on curved skin or when it is pressed 
tightly to the skin. The FET was connected by two small 
wires to the high voltage amplifier, which was connected to 
the 3.5mm audio jack of a Windows computer through a 
custom op-amp amplification circuit. Our software consisted 
of a custom-built MATLAB application that sent out driving 
signals for the FET as audio signals through the 3.5mm jack. 
The experimenter used this software to send driving signals 
to the FET on the participant, and to monitor the signals. The 
participants wore headphones playing white noise to block 
audible vibration from the FET throughout the experiment. 

3) Procedure 

The perceptibility and comfort of the FET were studied in 
a human detection threshold experiment and a comfort 
threshold trial. The detection thresholds were estimated at 
two frequencies, 26 and 260Hz. We employed a three-
alternative, one-up three-down adaptive forced-choice 
procedure [30]. The estimated thresholds correspond to the 
79.4 percentile point on a psychometric function [31]. Each 
of the four tests began with a 0.5 second -4dB signal at a 
computer volume of 50 (range 0 to 100). This volume was 
adjusted until the vibration was barely felt, and this was set as 
the system gain. During each trial, the participant felt three 
stimuli: two of the stimuli contained no vibration and the 
remaining contained a vibration. The participant’s task was to 
indicate which interval (“1,” “2,” or “3”) contained the 
vibration. The vibration magnitude was initially high enough 
to make sure that the participant understood the task. It was 
reduced after three consecutive correct responses and 
increased after one incorrect response. The vibration 
amplitude was initially changed by 1.5dB for faster 
convergence and then by 0.5dB after the first two reversals 



  

for better resolution. A reversal occurred when the amplitude 
changed from increasing to decreasing, or vice versa. An 
experimental run was terminated after 8 reversals at the 
0.5dB step size. Each run typically lasted 40 to 80 trials. 

We used a within-participant design. Each participant 
completed four conditions: 2 frequencies (26 and 260Hz) and 
2 locations (the dorsal and volar sides of the forearm). The 
condition order was changed between participants. The entire 
experiment took about 30 minutes per participant. After each 
condition, the participants were given vibrations of increasing 
intensity and asked to indicate when the vibrations became 
uncomfortable or unpleasant. If the vibrations reached the 
maximum amplitude without becoming uncomfortable, they 
were recorded as not having felt unpleasant at any vibration. 
About half the participants found the 260Hz signal 
uncomfortable at the maximum amplitude, while no one 
found the 26Hz signal uncomfortable. During certain low-
amplitude trials, the subject would become temporarily 
desensitized to the vibration signal. In these cases, the subject 
was asked to pause until sensation returned. 

4) Data Analysis 

Detection threshold was estimated by averaging the peak 
and valley vibration amplitudes at the last 8 reversals. To 
estimate the standard deviation of the threshold, four 
estimates of the threshold were calculated from the four pairs 
of the peaks and valleys at the 8 reversals, and the 
corresponding standard deviation was obtained. 

B. Results 

The average detection thresholds are summarized in Fig. 
5. The 26Hz signal had a detection threshold of -8.1dB with 
a standard deviation of 2.6dB, while the 260Hz signal had a 
threshold of -17dB and a deviation of 3.4dB. To better 
understand the effect of factors on the detection thresholds, 
an ANOVA was conducted with gender, forearm location, 
and frequency. Neither gender (p = 0.39) nor location (p = 
0.52) was found to be statistically significant. As is apparent 
in Fig. 5, frequency has a large and significant effect on 
perception at a given displacement (p = 0.00). 

The dynamic range of a transducer is an important 
measure to determine how effectively a transducer can 
deliver signals. Measured as the difference in dB between 
the detection threshold and the maximum driving signal, the 
dynamic range for both signals was found to be around 
10dB, though higher ranges should be achievable with 
higher voltages and different geometries. A taller airgap 
leads to greater maximum displacement, higher threshold 
voltage, and sharper threshold transition. 

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

We hypothesize that the lack of differentiation between 
genders or locations is mostly a result of the device’s 
displacement-voltage curve. Displacement does not 
smoothly increase with signal strength, but rather rapidly 
switches from a “mostly off” to “mostly on” state. The 
precise strength at which this switch occurs changes between 
participants, based on their physiological parameters and 
device placement. The perceived vibration is dominated by 
whether the signal strength is above or below this switching 
threshold. We believe that this insensitivity to gender and 
location could make the transducer well-suited to haptic 
wearables, as it eliminates the need for extensive calibration. 

To better understand the rate at which the transducer 
moved from “mostly off” to “mostly on”, we examined the 
time it took for the participant to complete the trial as a 
proxy. If the transducer were binary, then participants would 
rapidly find their detection threshold (as the delivered signal 
strength would oscillate between a value at which the 
transducer had no response and a slightly larger value at 
which it had a strong response). If the transducer had a linear 
response, this would result in longer trials (as the delivered 
signal strength would often be near the detection threshold). 

Fig. 6 plots the percentage of tests completed on or 
before a certain number of trials. All participants were able 
to complete all tests in under 110 trials. Approximately half 
the tests were completed with under 60 trials, which 
indicates a relatively steep displacement-signal strength 
relationship at the switching voltage. We examined whether 
gender, frequency, or location had any effect on the 
participant speed. According to a set of T-tests, none of the 
three variables had any statistically significant effect on the 
number of trials needed. The p-values for location, gender, 
and frequency were 0.80, 0.84, and 0.42 respectively. The 
lack of dependence on these variables indicates the usability 
of the transducer in real-world applications. Based on the 
zero-load voltage-displacement curves in Fig. 4a, we would 
expect the tests at 26Hz to be completed more quickly than 
those at 260Hz, but this was not the case. We hypothesize 
that there is a broadening of the threshold driving signal that 
occurs when the transducer is pressed to the skin as opposed 
to open to the air. This would serve to modify the 26Hz and 
260Hz responses such that they have similar characteristics. 

 
Figure 6: Percentage of tests completed on or before a given number of 

trials. Trials were counted starting from the first reversal. 

Figure 5: User study. Average detection thresholds at 26Hz (left) and 
260Hz (right) from user study. Error bars indicate standard deviations. 



  

VI. CONCLUSION 

A flexible electrostatic transducer was designed, built, 
and tested as an actuator for haptic communication 
wearables. The transducer was both simulated and measured 
experimentally to optimize its geometry and haptics 
function. We found that the output of the transducer onto the 
skin was insensitive to gender and forearm location, which 
indicates that it is well suited for use in a haptic device with 
little to no calibration. Further planned modifications to the 
transducer design will allow us to bring down the required 
voltage of the transducer significantly, which will allow it to 
be more easily integrated into a compact wearable. Finally, 
we plan to miniaturize and tesselate the transducer into a 
haptic matrix to increase transmitted information density.  

The estimated dynamic range of 10dB places a lower 
bound on the ranges of transducers of this design. By 
increasing the actuator height and changing the film 
material, it is possible to increase the dynamic range to 30-
40dB. The operating voltage scales with the square of the 
thickness of the rigid film, so cutting the rigid film thickness 
from 25 µm to 5 µm should cut the operating voltage from 
0-1000V to 0-40V. Operating at higher voltages will then 
allow the dynamic range to be increased. Increasing the 
transducer height and stiffness can also have positive effects 
on displacement and dynamic range. Modifications to the 
existing designs, including adding bistability, have the 
potential to further increase the intensity range. With these 
improvements, the FET could be used in applications outside 
of haptics, including as flexible speakers, high-precision 
displacement actuators, or capacitive sensors. 
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